Hound Comics World Premiere A Success
Brimstone and his Borderhounds take Miami by storm in a major way

Miami, Florida, February 28 th , 2011 – Last Saturday morning at 11:30am, Brimstone and his eclectic crew of
Borderhounds tore into Wizard World’s Miami Comic Con the only way they know how… with style! Hound Comics,
in conjunction with Floating Pear Productions, revealed their highly anticipated Brimstone and The Borderhounds:
The Animated Series title sequence to a full house of eagerly awaiting press, fans and curious convention goers.
Following the world premiere, the creators entertained attendees with an informative Q&A session and an offering
of exclusive Hound Comics wristbands compliments of Bandeez.

Make no mistake; the comic is certainly not playing second fiddle to the animated series – The Borderhounds booth
at the convention was packed out with rabid fans looking to score advance copies of Brimstone and The
Borderhounds to be signed by a rare appearance containing four of the five creators. “The entire weekend was
perfect! The ONLY thing that was missing was our partner Thiago Castro – so although the event went above and
beyond our previous expectations; the success was bittersweet without Thiago on site with the rest of us.” says
Hound Comics CEO, William ‘Brimstone’ Kucmierowski.

Even gamers had something to enjoy with a first look at the Brimstone and The Borderhounds video game being
viewed exclusively at the booth. “Our goal is to have each form of media play a specific role in the success of the
brand as a whole!” says Sajad Shah, Hound Comics VP. “Wizard World Entertainment has been very good to
Brimstone and the entire Hound Comics team” says Co-CEO, Marcello Carnevali. He adds, “We look forward to
continuing to nurture the relationship we have.” “This being my first official convention on the other side of the
table; I was humbled by all the amazing fans that showed their love and appreciation for what we’re doing here.”
says Allen Chickering of Hound Comics. He continues, “I’m nobody special; I’m just a regular guy who happens to be
a part of something extraordinary”

Hound Comics will be following up the Miami premiere with an Issue two Barnes & Noble release party taking place
on March 8 th in Manhattan. The semi-private New York City event will offer an exclusive premiere viewing of the
animation and celebrity guest appearances from cast members. Privileged guests will be the first to hear the
breaking news announcing the pop culture icon, who is the most recent addition to the voice-over cast. When
Hound’s Thiago Castro was asked about who the mystery person was, he declared, “All we can say for now is that
he’s from a galaxy far, far away! You’ll have to wait until next week!” For press who would like to attend; please
contact Amy Di Leo at HoundComics@gmail.com

